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Item location: Wauchula, Florida, United States Shipping to: United States Excludes: Angola, Cameroon, Cayman Islands, French Polynesia, Libya, Mongolia, Suriname, Guyana, Panama, Mauritius, Brunei Darussalam, Chad, Madagascar, New Caledonia, Bahamas, Bermuda, Iran, Saint Kitts-Nevis, Western Sahara, Bolivia, Laos,
Congo, Republic, Seyouli, Sudan, Guadeloupe, Venezuela, Somalia, Burma, Cuba, Republic, Reunion, Yemen, Barbados, Belize, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Central African Republic, Martinique, Dominica , Niger, French Guiana, Saint Pierre and Miquelon Change country: -Select-United States 1 item available. Enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Please select a valid country. ZIP Code: Enter a valid zip code. Enter 5 or 9 zip code numbers. BackReebok Move DMX MaxReview SummaryWrite a Review58%5Rated 5 stars of 517%4Rated 4 stars of 514%3Rated 3 stars of 58%2Rated 2 stars of 53%1Rated 1 stars of 591%I felt Being true to the size of 85%I felt true to
width57%Excellent support for lukSort by:Overall5This 5 star 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars from 5Style5Rated 5 stars from 5Poor SupportGreat SupportEasy walkers - I've been wearing Reebok DMX for more than 8 years. I have tried many other brands, but these are perfect for my legs.L. S, Zappos Customer, December 15, 20060 found this
review useful. All in all5 Priced 5 stars of 5Comfort5Sealed 5 stars of 5Style4Ocia 4 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportLove these shoes! I've had this shoe for a month and I love it! Not only do I have wide feet, but I also need good onion support. These shoes were comfortable out of the box! They are very comfortable and comfortable
when I am on my feet as a crossing keeper. I recommend these shoes!!! Anonymous, Zappos Buyer, December 5, 20060 found this review useful. In all5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style5Rated 5 stars from 5Poor SupportGreat Support Nice Change of Place - As a longtime holder of New Balance Basketball Shoes, for
wearing 15EEEE, my son was happy to see another manufacturer offering a suitable basketball shoe in its size. Not only are these shoes very comfortable, but their sole is a little thicker than New Balance, and they give it a slightly higher height. (Now you can really say it's 6'7 without exaggeration!!) I would also recommend: Anonymous,
Zappos Customer, November 19, 20060 finds this review useful. All in all5Sealed 5 stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of 5Style5Proted 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportI was recently diagnosed with a lumbar back problem, and it is necessary to buy more supportive shoes. I decided to try these Reeboks and was pleasantly
surprised. I have very wide feet, and until the shoe satisfied my orthodies, the rounded sole made it easy to correct without them. I've noticed increase my level comfort after 12 - 14 hours of shift on hard concrete floors, and I know that shoes have a lot to do with it. Thank you Zappos, for another big pair of shoes! Anonymous, Zappos
Buyer, November 15, 20060 found this review useful. All in all5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style5Rated 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportBlack Max - They bought the same shoe before, locally, and the one I bought to fit the form. Very comfortable, and for me, it's my work shoe. It's especially pleasant when I go for
a daily walk. I would also recommend: Whites are equally good for sports and walkingAnonymous, Zappos Customer, November 11, 20060 found this review useful. All in all5A priced 5 stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of 5Style5A priced 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportAthletic shoes for men and women - I can not find wide
shoes in my city and I was happy to find this website. My shoes look so good. It's wonderful to find the right size and width of your shoes. My husband loves his shoes. That's why his feet are so good. I buy shoes in Zappos. I quickly got an order. Thank you again. VeronicaVeronica S, Zappos Buyer, November 8, 20060 finds this review
useful. All in all5 Priced 5 stars of 5Comfort5 Worth 5 stars from 5Style5OCition 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportSo so far good - As well as how they feel, I work in the hospital working 12 hours of shift 7 days in a row and after 2 weeks, and so far good. Most likely, they will buy another pair. I would also recommend: Anonymous,
Zappos Customer, October 27, 20060 finds this review useful. Total5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style5Rated 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportWife sore feet - I've been looking for these shoes for some time, and here they are. My husband works all day, owns a body shop, his legs hurt so much he couldn't walk. It's
been about a year since he had these shoes. The day he put them on his feet he felt so much better. So I ordered him another pair. Please keep them in stock. Buy them, your legs will get better. Jo Ann K.Jo A, Zappos Customer, October 15, 20060 finds this review useful. Total5Draw 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars from 5Style4 4
star rating from 5Poor SupportGreat SupportReview white Reebok DMX walking shoes - Reeboks DMX shoe is the most comfortable walking shoe I wore. This is my 4th birthday. They are slightly heavier than other walking shoes, but the airbag makes the comfort level for extra weight. They have good support on the side. The uppers
give good clothes. Very easy to clean with a cleaning solution like Fantastic. They have good traction on wet surfaces. No matter how long I've been on my feet, my legs never hurt when I wear these shoes. Jim, Zappos Buyer, September 25, 20060 finds this review useful. All in all5A priced 5 stars out of 5Comfort5Used 5 stars from
5Style5A priced 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportExcellent shoes for long days on my feet - I bought this shoe for my husband after I started wearing DMX myself. He works 12-14 hours a day standing on his feet from time to time and it's the most comfortable shoe for that kind of foot stress. Airbags are far superior to standing.
Walking is also very comfortable. The only problem with the shoe is the fact that the air bubbles wear out over time, and then the lining is lost. But that was long enough to make the uppers look worn out, too. It's a great shoe to stand on. Solid black helps hide the fact that this is an athletic shoe. He loves it. Laura, Zappos Buyer,
September 12, 20060 finds this review useful. Total5 Priced 5 stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of 5Style5 Priced 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportReebok Move DMX Max - These shoes are extremely comfortable and durable. This shoe is an upgrade compared to my previous pair and the changes Rebook made just improved my
shoe! Zappos did a great job, led me to the right shoe. Anonymously, Zappos Buyer, August 31, 20060 finds this review useful. Total5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of 5Style5Okrated 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat Support's Maximum volume moving cushion offered by Reebok Move DMX Max is much more comfortable than
any Nike Air sneaker. The maximum volume of moving pillow makes you enjoy standing or walking, it never makes you feel tired on your feet. Richie, Zappos Customer, August 12, 20060 finds this review useful. All in all5 Priced 5 stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of 5Style5 Priced 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportJust pleasant -
Walk around theme parks all day in these shoes and you would never know. I liked them so much, I bought another pair. I would also recommend: Anonymous, Zappos Customer, July 19, 20060 finds this review useful. All in all5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style5Okrated 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportExcellent
walking / Casual shoes - Fit and quality are excellent, comfort is great, I use them to fall about all day and they are excellent. The shoe is only a little heavier than the marked one, but it fits well. Richard L, Zappos Buyer, June 27, 20060 finds this review useful. Total5 Priced 5 stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of 5Style5 Priced 5 stars of
5Poor SupportGreat SupportTexas Big Man Loves DMX to the MAX!! I was looking for a place to buy shoes online and I'm so glad I found Zappos.com. The shoes are great. I can stand on concrete for hours and my feet, legs and back don't hurt. The shoes are very supportive and put a spring in my step. I'll buy more. Big J, Zappos
Buyer, June 11, 20060 finds this review useful. 5 stars from 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars out 5Style5A priced 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportReebok DMX Max - My son has been wearing this shoe for years. He does carer's work so he's on his feet a lot. It's the only shoe he's found that gives him the most comfort. We'd recommend
Zappos to everyone. There is no delivery or handling fee, and the shoes are quickly sent. Anonymous, Zappos Buyer, June 8, 20060 found this review useful. All in all5A priced 5 stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of 5Style5A damaged 5 stars from 5Poor SupportGreat SupportBest shoes ever - I have a bad back with nerve damage,
these shoes help me with comfort and stability, thanks for your site and will do business again. Thanks Charles T. GuptonCharles T, Zappos Buyer, June 5, 20060 finds this review useful. Total5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style5Rated 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportReebok Move DMX Max Five-Stars! This is the
best walking and standing shoe. Beautiful in appearance and extremely comfortable. Rih, Zappos Buyer, May 25, 20060 finds this review useful. Total5Draw 5 stars of 5Comfort5Eseal 5 stars of 5Style4Eeaned 4 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportNo need for orthotics - DMX construction allows floating air pocket inside the soles of this
shoe. My pain in my feet and knees has been tremendously reduced since I wore this brand. I wish I'd found this brand of shoes/style before spending money on an orthothic I no longer need. Anonymous, Zappos Buyer, May 15, 20060 found this review useful. Total5 Priced 5 stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of 5Style5A priced 5 stars
of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportExcellent Shoes at an excellent price - I searched for these shoes in black for more than 3 months. I found them in Zappos and I'm delighted with them. These Reeboks are super comfortable, and they look sharp. I love them! Omar R, Zappos Buyer, April 30, 20060 finds this review useful. All in all5Eece 5
stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of 5Style5A priced 5 stars from 5Great website - Easy ordering, all sizes. Wasted 1 hour before I got to this site. It's over in one minute. Anonymous, Zappos Buyer, April 17, 20060 found this review useful. All in all4 Price 4 stars of 5Comfort4Rated 4 stars of 5Style5Rated 5 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat
SupportAt work I stand sometimes eighteen hours a day. I believe that this model provides comfort and durability. I'm on my third pair now and wouldn't hesitate to buy again unless a cross coach in my size becomes available. Anonymous, Zappos Buyer, December 23, 20060 finds this review useful. All in all4 4 star rating of
5Comfort4Rated 4 stars of 5Style4Okrated 4 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportLove air DMX - Reebok makes both foam and air DMX shoes that I never understood as a mobile air is what DMX is all about. It's me. I. who works 12 plus hour shifts on your feet and find these shoes very comfortable and help with your back and hips. On
the underside most DMX airbags will leak at some point usually around 4 to 6 months- I've only had them for about a month and so far well. I will continue to buy air DMX!I would also recommend: Anonymous, Zappos Customer, November 30, 20060 found this review useful. All in all4Rated 4 stars of 5Comfort5A priced 5 stars of
5Style3Rated 3 stars of 5Poor SupportGreat SupportVery comfortable, but very simple - I found this shoe very comfortable. Much more comfortable than the New Balance 843 I had. Not so good on style, they are just plain white sneakers. And the soles are a little hard so when I walk in a heavy service they're pretty loud when you walk.
All in all, it's a really good shoe. Anonymous, Zappos Buyer, November 1, 20060 found this review useful. All in all4This 4 stars of 5Comfort4Rated 4 stars from 5Style5Rated 5 stars from 5Poor SupportGreat SupportMy new walking shoes - Well made, well fit, quality shoe. Chuck, Zappos Customer, July 15, 20060 finds this review useful.
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